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ABSTRACT 
 
SINEs (short interspersed DNA elements) are families of non-coding regions of DNA 
that amplify within genomes via an RNA intermediate and are referred to as 
retrotransposons. These elements mobilize using machinery from other retrotransposons 
and therefore are non-autonomous. It has been demonstrated that both nucleotide 
sequence and the 3’ A-tail are important contributors for successful amplification. We 
propose that the level of germ-line transcription of SINE “master genes” is a primary 
factor in their successful mobility and vertical transmission.  RT-PCR and qPCR results 
suggested higher expression of both SINE and LINE elements in germ-line tissues over 
somatic.  Additionally, the qPCR findings demonstrated higher expression of the IDL 
element by at least one order of magnitude than the guinea pig ID or LINE elements, 
relative to the -actin gene.  These findings demonstrated a correlation between genomic 
copy number and expression levels as determined by qPCR, supporting our hypothesis. 
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Introduction 
 
The SINE element and the retrotransposition process 
 All mammalian genomes contain short, interspersed DNA elements referred to as 
SINEs (Singer, 1982).  These elements insert themselves into new genomic locations and 
are commonly called “jumping genes.”  These elements do not code for proteins, hence 
are non-autonomous. SINEs are generally 75-400 bp in length and have three main 
characteristics:  an RNA polymerase III promoter, a 10-40 bp oligo(dA) tail, and flanking 
direct repeats (Sutcliffe et al., 1984; Rogers, 1985) (Figure 1a).  The RNA Pol III 
promoter consists of an A box located downstream from the transcription start site and a 
B box which is 50 bp downstream from the A box (Sutcliffe et al., 1984; Rogers, 1985, 
Roy et al., 2000).  
SINEs amplify by a process called retrotransposition and therefore these elements 
are termed retrotransposons or retroposons.  Retrotransposition begins with the 
transcription of the DNA element using RNA polymerase III and is followed by reverse 
transcription of the element.  The resulting cDNA is then integrated into a new location in 
the genome (Weiner et al., 1986).  The original copy of the element is never removed.  
The current model for amplification shows that the poly-A tail at the 3’ end is used as the 
primer binding site for reverse transcription (Luan et al., 1993).  This process is called 
target-primed reverse transcription. 
SINEs are unable to code for their own enzymatic machinery required for their 
amplification, so they take advantage of the retrotransposition machinery used by long, 
interspersed elements (LINEs) and are dependent on this machinery for their mobility 
(Weiner et al., 1986; Okada & Hamada, 1997, Dewannieux et al., 2003).  LINEs are 
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longer than SINEs and have a smaller genomic copy number (Figure 1b).  SINEs depend 
on the reverse transcriptase of LINEs, but SINEs have their own internal RNA 
polymerase III promoter, which the element carries to the new location.  
 
a.  SINE 
 
 
b.    LINE 
 
 
Figure 1.  General model of SINE and LINE elements.  A.  The SINE element includes 
an RNA polymerase III promoter, a poly-A tail, and flanking direct repeats.  B.  The 
LINE element includes an RNA polyermerase II promoter, a poly-A tail, and flanking 
direct repeats (F).  The LINE element also includes two open reading frames (ORF). 
 
 It is still not clear how SINEs hijack the LINE machinery for their mobility, but 
one theory is that certain SINEs and LINEs share the same 3’-end sequence (Shedlock & 
Okada, 2000).  Okada et al. (1997) suggest that there are SINE families and LINE 
families with the same 3’-end sequence existing in a single organism.  This means the 
death of that LINE family would subsequently lead to the death of the SINE family 
(Okada et al., 1997).  Another way SINEs may utilize LINE machinery was examined in 
a study by Rinehart et al. (2005).  The proposed relationship between a rodent LINE and 
SINE, L1 and B1, respectively, was studied.  L1 does not share sequence homology with 
any known SINEs in rodents, but L1 and certain mammalian SINEs share the same 
insertion site preference (Jurka, 1997; Rinehart et al., 2005).  Even though SINE 
   pol III AAAAAAAAAn F F 
   pol II   ORF1   ORF2 AAAAAAAAAn F F 
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inactivation is predicted to be preceded by a LINE extinction in some cases, Rinehart et 
al. (2005) saw that in three species of rodents, B1 inactivity preceded L1 extinction.   
 There are a number of factors that contribute to the successful amplification of 
SINEs.  The long, unpunctuated A-tail characteristic of SINEs has been shown to be one 
of the reasons for successful SINE amplification.  Both the length and integrity of the 
poly-A tail can affect the efficiency of amplification, with longer and unpunctuated A-
tails being associated with increased amplification rates (Odom et al., 2004).  It is also 
thought that the sequence of the insertion site may affect retrotransposition, as well as the 
RNA structure produced by different elements (Kim et al., 1994; Dewannieux & 
Heidmann, 2005).  It has also been shown that upstream flanking sequences control RNA 
pol III transcription of SINEs (Martignetti & Brosius, 1995; Roy et al., 2000). This 
indicates that many SINEs, regardless of their origin, responded similarly to the same 
upstream flanking sequence (Roy et al., 2000).  Since the upstream sequences recruit 
transcription factors, the presence of certain upstream sequences could cause increased 
SINE transcription (Roy et al., 2000).  Additionally, methylation of CpG sites has been 
shown to be one of the mechanisms for down-regulating SINE amplification (Schmid, 
1991; Kim & Deininger, 1996). 
 
SINE function 
 Despite extensive research and being such a large constituent of mammalian 
genomes (e.g. 37% of the mouse genome is composed of retrotransposons [Waterson et 
al., 2002]), SINE elements surprisingly have no known function.  Many researchers 
believe that the conservation of sequences may indicate that SINE elements indeed have 
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a function (Martignetti & Brosius, 1993; Liu et al., 1995; Kass et al., 2000).  Even though 
they do not encode protein, they do have an important influence on the genome.  When 
SINEs “jump” from one chromosomal location to another by retrotransposition, the 
location they insert into could be in a functioning gene.  This would cause a mutation in 
that gene which would render it non-functioning.  This could lead to genetic disorders in 
the host, which could be harmful or fatal.  The human Alu element has been studied 
thoroughly in regard to human genetic disease.  This element has been seen to insert into 
a coding exon and cause genetic defects that lead to human disease.  One example is the 
insertion of an element from the Ya5 subfamily into the PROGINS locus, which has been 
linked to causing ovarian cancer (Deininger & Batzer, 1999).  Alus appear to be 
responsible for 0.1% of all human genetic disease (Deininger & Batzer, 1999). 
 SINEs may also have other influences on the genome, including at the 
translational level.  In a study by Muslimov et al. (2002), high levels of BC1 RNA, the 
master gene of the ID element in rodents, were found in the early spermatogonia and 
spermatocyte development and were suggested to be a mediator of intracellular 
communication at the translational level.  Also, in a study by Liu et al. (1995) that 
examined translational inhibition in cells, Alu expression was rapidly stimulated after 
exposure to translation inhibiting compounds.  This suggested that Alu expression has a 
relationship with the cell’s translational state.  In the same study, it was also seen that 
heat shock could cause a rapid increase in expression of B1 elements in mouse cells.  It 
was proposed that cell stress would increase SINE expression in all mammals, which 
implies a function relating to cellular stress and/or translation. 
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History and evolution 
  Since there has not been success in determining a function for these elements, a 
great deal of the research of SINEs has been focused on their evolutionary patterns.  
These elements have found importance in being used as evolutionary markers, and the 
age of SINEs has shown to be an important part of these characterizations.  Identifying 
currently active subfamilies of SINE elements is important in determining the timing of 
evolutionary events and constructing phylogenetic trees, as well as estimating their 
current activity (Odom et al., 2004). 
 There are currently two models of SINE evolution.  In the master gene model, 
only a few SINE “master genes” are responsible for the amplification of SINE elements.  
All other SINEs, derived from the master genes, are incapable of amplification.  It is 
thought that these master genes have a functional role in the cell, due to their need to be 
preserved over evolutionary time (Shedlock & Okada, 2000).  Support for the master 
gene model comes from studies involving the Alu elements in humans and the ID 
elements in rodents (Shen et al., 1991; Leeflang et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1994). 
 Kim and Deininger (1996) supported the possibility that there may be multiple 
master genes responsible for the amplification of rat ID elements.  Other findings also 
suggest that there are additional unidentified master genes responsible for ID 
amplification. Kim and Deininger (1996) proposed that a few new, highly active master 
genes are responsible for the expansion of ID subfamilies in the rat, and it is estimated 
these major amplification events occurred around 2-3 million years ago.  Also, Kass et al. 
(2009) proposed that a master gene other than BC1 was responsible for the amplification 
of a distinct “ID-like” family of SINE elements. 
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 The BC1 RNA gene is very stable against processing, which is an important 
feature for a master gene, and any other potential master genes should also share this 
feature (Kim et al., 1995). Kim et al. (1994) indicated that master genes may be created 
through a DNA duplication event of a gene region, which would involve the copying of 
the entire flanking regions in order to create an active gene.  During retrotransposition, 
only the repetitive element is copied, and not the flanking sequences. 
 The second model is called the multiple source gene model (Matera et al., 1990; 
reviewed by Shedlock & Okada, 2000).  In this model, master genes are not the only 
SINEs capable of amplification.  Some SINE offspring copies are also capable of 
amplification, just like their parent loci.  Multiple active source genes are responsible for 
the formation of subfamilies in this model.  Unlike the master gene model, there is no 
proposed function of the source genes that supports their maintenance.  However, this 
model does propose that amplification rate is correlated with copy number of the element 
in the genome (Shedlock & Okada, 2000).  The multiple source gene model is supported 
by other groups of SINEs, particularly non-ID SINE elements in rodents (Shedlock & 
Okada, 2000).  
 
 SINEs have also found an important role in being used as evolutionary markers.  
As more genomes are being sequenced, more revisions have been made in phylogenetic 
trees, including the eutherian evolutionary tree (Nikaido et al., 1999; Kriegs et al., 2006).  
Retrotransposons have shown to be a valuable indicator of rare genomic changes.  They 
are considered neutral markers, which means they insert into nonfunctional regions of the 
genome and therefore show a record of the genetic history (Shedlock et al., 2004).  Also, 
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there is essentially no homoplasy, or the convergent evolution of similar elements in 
unrelated lineages, in retrotransposons (Shedlock et al., 2004; Kriegs et al., 2006). Since 
there is currently no known mechanism for their deletion from a genome, SINEs are seen 
as a valuable factor in estimating phylogeny (Hillis, 1999; Miyamoto, 1999; Shedlock et 
al., 2004). Additionally, since SINEs have so many insertion events within a genome due 
to their high copy number, the potential for use as molecular phylogenetic markers is 
greater than other molecular markers, such as nucleotide deletions and other mutation 
events (Shedlock & Okada, 2000).  Flanking sequences could also be used as systematic 
tools, due to their consistency over evolutionary time (Shedlock & Okada, 2000). 
 SINE insertions are used as phylogenetic markers, based on the presence or 
absence of a SINE. The examination of the presence/absence of SINEs at certain loci is 
called retro-insertion analysis (Shedlock et al., 2004).  The presence of the element in 
related taxa suggests common ancestry (Shedlock et al., 2004; Kriegs et al., 2006).  The 
absence of the element in one taxon or the other shows that the lineages separated before 
the integration event and the taxa are more distantly related (Kriegs et al., 2006).  
Shedlock, Takahashi, and Okada (2004) have shown that the presence and absence 
technique of SINE insertions has been a more accurate method of determining phylogeny 
than by examining nucleotide substitution mutations.   
 However, it has been shown that SINEs may not be the “perfect” molecular tool 
for phylogeny, since there may be loss of primer-annealing sites at specific loci over time 
(Miyamoto, 1999).  This is a problem because mutations at these sites would not allow 
PCR amplification of the elements, even if they are still present (Miyamoto, 1999).   This 
could lead to the misconception is that the lack of PCR amplification shows no SINE 
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insertion at the locus of interest, whereas absence of PCR product does not necessarily 
equate to absence of element (Shedlock & Okada, 2000). The use of SINEs as 
phylogenetic markers is also limited since only limited organisms have had their SINE 
families extensively studied (Shedlock et al., 2004).  Additionally, the use of SINEs for 
this purpose in divergent species may not be effective because the flanking sequences 
that are needed for their amplification would be less conserved (Hillis, 1999), although 
some studies have successfully used this analysis to reconstruct phylogenetic trees, such 
as that of the whale (Nikaido et al., 1999).  Due to the mutations in flanking regions, 
SINE retro-insertion analysis may be most practical for more closely related species 
(Shedlock et al., 2004). 
 
SINE families 
 SINEs are classified into families based on sequence similarity and other 
evolutionary characteristics.  Each known SINE family has been derived from an existing 
RNA polymerase III-transcribed gene (Deininger & Batzer, 2002).  SINEs can be divided 
into two large categories: those derived from 7SL RNA or those derived from tRNA 
(Table 1).  SINEs that have been derived from 7SL RNA have been found in both rodents 
and primates, and it has been suggested that all 7SL-derived SINEs share a common 
ancestry (Kriegs et al., 2007). 
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Table 1.  Common SINE families1.   
SINE Derivation Species Groups 
Alu 7SL RNA Primates 
ID tRNA 
Rodents:  Rat, Mouse, 
Hamster, Guinea pig 
B2 tRNA 
Rodents:  Rat, Mouse, 
Hamster 
B1 7SL RNA 
Rodents:  Rat, Mouse, 
Hamster, Guinea pig 
Mouse ID-like tRNA Mouse 
Guinea Pig ID-
like tRNA Guinea Pig 
1SINE families relevant to this study, as well as other common SINE families, are 
included in this table. 
 
 
 Alus are derived from the 7SL RNA gene and are the main retrotransposon in 
humans.  Approximately 45% of human chromosomes are made of mobile DNA, of 
which SINEs are the most abundant element (International Human Genome Sequencing 
Consortium, 2001).  Of all SINEs, Alus have been the most extensively researched 
because of their role in human genetic disorders.  Their relevance in these disorders is 
still important because Alus continue to be mobile (Wallace et al., 1991).  They are also 
useful DNA markers for studying human evolution (Batzer et al., 1994). 
 
 ID elements are found only in rodents and are derived from a tRNA gene.  The 
BC1 RNA gene is the presumptive known master gene of ID elements.  BC1 is a 
cytoplasmic RNA expressed specifically in the brain of rodents and has shown to be 
conserved throughout the rodent monophyly (Martignetti & Brosius, 1993).  It is believed 
to be the origin of all ID elements and is only found in rodent genomes (Kim et al., 1994; 
Martignetti & Brosius, 1993).  
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 Hystricognath rodents, such as the guinea pig and nutria, have been observed to 
have a substantially lower copy number of ID elements than other rodents (Kass et al., 
1996).  The hamster has approximately 2,500 copies of ID, while the guinea pig has 100-
200 copies (Sapienza & Jacques, 1986; Kim et al., 1994;  Kass et al., 1996).  Kim et al. 
(1994) suggest that the low copy number of ID elements in guinea pig and hamster may 
be explained by a lower amount of BC1 RNA in their germ-line cells than that of rodents 
that have higher copy numbers, such as rat and mouse.  Rat ID elements show a copy 
number 10 times that in the mouse, which means the amplification rate in that rat is much 
higher (Sapienza & Jacques, 1986; Kim et al., 1994).  However, the amplification rate of 
ID elements does not show a pattern throughout rodent lineages and actually appears to 
be sporadic (Kass et al., 1996). 
 Since there is no mechanism describing the removal of SINEs from the genome of 
an organism, the low copy number in the guinea pig is due to a much lower amplification 
rate than that in other rodents (Kim et al., 1994).  The ID element in the guinea pig has 
been observed to have a highly punctuated A-tail, which is likely to inhibit amplification 
(Kim et al., 1994;  Kass et al., 1996). 
 
 Another tRNA derived SINE in rodents is the B2 element.  While the evolution of 
ID elements in rodents is sporadic in nature, the evolution of B2 elements appears more 
consistent (Kass et al., 1996;  Kass et al., 1997).  A 1997 study by Kass et al. showed that 
B2 elements have been around over 55 million years, which was before the squirrel split 
from the Myomorpha rodents.  B2 is abundant in the rat, mouse, hamster, deermouse, and 
gerbil, with copy numbers upward of 80,000, and their similar copy numbers and 
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distinctive 3’ end suggest a constant amplification rate (Kass et al., 1997).  Hystricognath 
rodents, including the guinea pig and nutria, however, show very few B2 elements, with 
copy numbers less than 100 (Kass et al., 1997). 
  
 B1 is another rodent SINE and is derived from the 7SL RNA gene.  B1 sequences 
have been thoroughly analyzed in all major rodent lineages, and different subfamilies of 
B1 have been found to predominate in different rodent families (Veniaminova et al., 
2007).  Copy numbers of the B1 element vary from 1 x 104 to 1 x 106 amongst rodent 
families (Veniaminova, et al. 2007).  Many lineage-specific B1 repeats in rodents closely 
resemble lineage-specific Alu elements in primates (Yang et al., 2004).  Their evolution 
has mimicked that of Alu, which has shown amplification consistent with the master gene 
model.  However, the evolution of B1 subfamilies has been suggested to be the result of 
multiple master genes (Kass et al., 2000). 
 Since B1 elements were seen to have long A-tails in the mouse and the A-tail is 
virtually absent in the rat, the B1 elements are suggested to be more recently active in the 
mouse than the rat (Odom et al., 2004).  Also in this study, the B1 element in the mouse 
showed high sequence similarity to the consensus sequence, which supports recent 
activity of this element (Odom et al., 2004). 
  
 The mouse ID-like (IDL) family is a recently identified family, first found using 
B2 primers in a RT-PCR assay (Kass & Jamison, 2007).  The highly expressed elements 
show similarity to the ID elements, but they are thought to be derived from a different 
master gene than BC1.  This family is thought to be of recent origin due to its absence in 
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the rat.  By examining the mouse orthologous loci, it has been demonstrated that the 
mouse IDL subfamily is currently active (Kass & Jamison, 2007).  The limited number of 
elements within this family is beneficial in searching for a potential master gene. 
  
 A separate family of elements, similar to the ID element, was also found in the 
guinea pig and is called the guinea pig IDL (GP IDL) element family (Kass et al., 2009).  
This family is distinct from the mouse IDL family, and the naming is due to the similarity 
to the ID element but appears not to be BC1-derived (Kass et al., 2009).  Additionally, 
the GP IDL SINE subfamily is thought to be more conserved and recently active than ID 
elements.  The guinea pig, which has a low copy number of ID elements, has at least 
100,000 copies of the GP IDL element (Kass et al., 2009). 
Germ-line expression 
 Studying the germ-line expression of SINE elements is important in 
understanding the inheritance of the elements.  For example, the expression of the BC1 
RNA gene in the rodent germ-line is necessary for the proliferation of the ID element 
(Muslimov et al., 2002).  If one germ-line shows more expression of SINE elements than 
the other, this could mean that one sex is more responsible for the propagation of the 
elements than the other. Kim et al. (1994) have suggested that the BC1 RNA gene has 
tissue specificity to the brain.  The tissue specificity may have started due to a DNA-
mediated duplication event in the tissue-specific regulatory regions of flanking sequences 
(Kim et al., 1994).  
 According to a Jurka et al. (2004), Alu elements are primarily retroposed through 
paternal germlines.  They saw that the genomic copy number of the AluY element 
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approximately three times as much on chromosome Y as chromosome X.  However, 
recently retroposed elements show a different pattern, with decreased density of Alu on 
the Y chromosome and increased density on the X chromosome, both relative to 
autosomal density (Jurka et al., 2004).  The proposed explanation behind the decreased 
Alu density on the Y chromosome is a process called paternal elimination.  The 
mechanism behind this process has yet to be determined, but it is thought that the 
insertion of young CpG-rich Alu elements outside existing clusters can have an effect on 
methylation patterns (Jurka et al., 2004).  Changes in this methylation pattern have been 
seen only on the Y chromosome and are thought to be the cause of the elimination of the 
element (Jurka et al., 2004). 
 The following year, Jurka et al. (2005) studied the densities of B1 and B2 on 
mouse chromosome X in relation to autosomes and reported that there are fewer young 
B1 and B2 elements present on the X chromosome than autosomes.  Older B1 and B2 
elements have higher densities on chromosome X in relation to autosomes (Jurka et al., 
2005).  Jurka et al. (2005) suggested that these elements are eliminated more slowly from 
X chromosomes than autosomes.  The lower density of young B1 and B2 elements on 
chromosome X is in agreement with the paternal elimination model previously described 
for Alu elements, which involves the removal of Alu elements from the paternal germ line 
and may help explain the rapid elimination of retroelements on the Y chromosome (Jurka 
et al., 2004; Jurka et al., 2005). 
 Overall, Jurka et al. (2004; 2005) have demonstrated that the evolution of SINEs 
may be driven by the male germ-line, despite the event of paternal elimination.  The 
evolutionary patterns may differ in humans and rodents, as well as in different SINE 
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families.  Additional research has suggested that there may be differences in IDL 
expression levels between mouse ovary and testis tissues (Kass & Jamison, 2007). 
 
Research questions 
 The goal of this study is to understand the relationship between the expression 
levels of various SINEs in different rodent tissues and their genomic copy numbers.  This 
could reveal another important factor in successful SINE amplification.  Higher 
expression levels potentially allow SINEs to more successfully hijack LINE machinery 
for retrotransposition.  This implies that high expression levels are correlated with higher 
SINE activity, which would be shown in the copy numbers of known SINEs in the 
genome.  Since copy numbers of SINE elements are highly variable between species, a 
correlation could be expected to show expression levels that vary by orders of magnitude. 
 This study will also help determine how these levels relate to the current activity 
of SINEs.  Expression levels may also influence efficiency of master gene amplification, 
and rodents with more proficient master genes may have higher copy numbers of 
elements derived from that master gene. 
 Furthermore, this work will determine which germ line is more responsible for 
inherited SINE integrations.  This will be determined by assessing expression levels 
between male and female germ cells.  Perhaps the possible difference in master gene 
activity also correlates with a difference in male or female germ cell specificity.  To do 
this, expression levels of SINEs, including ID, IDL, B1, and B2 elements, will be 
analyzed in the germ-line and brain tissues of the guinea pig, rat, and hamster, with focus 
on the ID and IDL elements in the guinea pig. An ongoing study in the Kass lab has 
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suggested there is a different 7SL RNA gene expressed in ovary and testis tissues 
(unpublished data).  Verifying germ-line expression of this gene may provide insights 
into the importance of male versus female germ-line expression in 7SL –derived SINEs.  
This will provide evidence as to whether one germ line is more responsible for inherited 
SINE integrations. 
 Additionally, the germ-line expression levels could provide evidence of the 
relationship between SINEs and LINEs.  If SINEs have substantially higher expression 
levels than LINEs in one germ line over the other, this could mean SINEs and LINEs are 
inherited through different germ lines.  This potential mechanism would force SINEs to 
depend on the opposite germ line to express LINES so that they can hijack the LINE 
machinery for their amplification. 
 The expression levels will be determined using reverse-transcription PCR (RT-
PCR), as well as real-time PCR, or quantitative PCR (qPCR).  Real-time PCR is currently 
the most sensitive and accurate method for measuring amounts of nucleic acids (Dorak, 
2006).  This method measures the accumulation of PCR product at each cycle.  There is 
currently very little work in the literature describing the use of real-time PCR analysis 
with rodent SINEs, and no previous work described using qPCR for this purpose, so this 
will be a unique approach for assessing expression levels of these elements. 
 The tissue expression levels and copy numbers have not yet been shown in the 
literature to have a positive correlation, and my research may provide this link.  Also, 
these levels may vary between the germ cells, showing tissue specificity.  This type of 
specificity has not been shown yet.  In one study, BC1 was found in male rat germ cells; 
however, no ovary cells were used as a comparison in the study (Muslimov et al., 2002).  
 16
Since no direct comparison of transcription levels in germ-line tissues has been shown, 
this study could give new and interesting findings.  Transcriptional regulation could be an 
important factor of SINE retrotransposition, since differing expression levels in germ 
cells could be a likely mechanism of regulation. 
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Methods 
Oligonucleotide Primers 
 Primers were designed using MacVector software (Accelrys, San Diego, U.S.A), 
and purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa, U.S.A.).  All 
primers used in all PCR experiments are listed in Table 2.  In RT-PCR experiments 
performed prior to semi-quantitative RT-PCR, the C-Race primer was used as the reverse 
primer in all cases, along with the appropriate SINE forward primer of interest.  
 
Total RNA Isolation 
 Tissue samples for guinea pig brain, ovary, and testis; rat brain, ovary, and testis; 
and hamster ovary and testis were obtained from Innovative Research (Novi, Michigan, 
U.S.A).   Additional guinea pig ovary samples were obtained from Rockland, Inc. 
(Gilbertsville, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.). 
Whole tissue samples were ground and RNA was extracted using the SV Total 
RNA Isolation System kit from Promega (Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.).  Each RNA sample 
was treated with Ambion’s TURBO DNA-free kit to remove any contaminating DNA 
(Ambion, Inc., Austin, Texas, U.S.A.). The cleaned RNA was run through Microcon 
Centrifugal Filter Devices, with cut-off size of 300 single-stranded base-pairs (125 
double-stranded base pairs), for size fractionization (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, 
MA, U.S.A.).  The columns ensure that true pol III transcripts are obtained and not SINEs 
found in untranslated regions of mRNA.  After RNA isolation, concentrations of RNA 
were measured on a Beckman Coulter DU 530 Life Science UV/VIS Spectrophotometer 
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(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, U.S.A.).  RNA was isolated from tissues on four separate 
occasions during the course of this project. 
Reverse Transcription 
 The RT-PCR reaction was set up using the Promega Reverse Transcription 
System Protocol (Promega).  cDNA from several different synthesis reactions were used 
for reverse transcription.  Either Promega or Finnzymes (Espoo, Finland) reagents were 
used in the protocol.  The first cDNA synthesis was prepared in a 20 l reaction 
according to manufacturer’s instructions.  The reaction included 1 g RNA, 5 mM 
MgCl2, Reverse Transcription 1x Buffer (Promega or Finnzymes), 1 mM mixture, 
Recombinant RNasin Ribonuclease Inhibitor, 15u AMV Reverse Transcriptase High 
Concentration (Promega or Finnzymes), and 0.025 g Race primer.  The reaction was 
incubated at 42C for 15 min., 95C for 5 min., and 4C for 5 min using an MJ Research 
thermocycler (Watertown, Mass., U.S.A.).  Reaction products were diluted to 100 l in 
nuclease-free water as indicated in protocol. 
 A 50 l PCR amplification was prepared for the second step of RT-PCR 
according to manufacturer’s instructions.  RT-PCR experiments were performed using all 
forward SINE primers listed in Figure 1, with the C-race reverse primer (5’-
GCCTTGGAATTCAGGTT-3'), or in later reactions, random primers.  The reaction 
included 10 l first-strand cDNA, 1 mM dNTPs, 5 mM MgCl2, 1x RT buffer (or GoTaq 
Buffer [Promega]), 0.01 g forward primer (see Fig. 1), 0.01 ug C-Race primer, and 1 U 
GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega).  In later RT-PCR, 1 U DyNAzyme II DNA 
polymerase (Finnymes) was used in place of GoTaq.  Reactions were performed in an MJ 
Research thermocycler under the following conditions:  1 cycle of 94C for 2 min.; 33 
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cycles of 94C for 20 sec., 42C for 20 sec., 72C for 20 sec; and a final extension step of 
72C for 5 min.  RT-PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 
 cDNA was synthesized numerous different times throughout the course of this 
project.  The cDNA synthesized by reverse transcription was purified in several cases, 
using the Wizard DV Gel and PCR Clean-up System (Promega), as indicated by 
manufacturer’s instructions.   
 
Cloning 
 RT-PCR products were TA-cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector using the 
pGEM-T Easy Vector System, following manufacturer’s protocols (Promega).  The 
ligation reactions were used in the transformation of competent JM109 Escherichia coli 
cells (Promega).  Blue/white colony screening was used to choose the colonies containing 
the insert.  White colonies were grown in 1.5 ml LB broth with ampicillin culture, and 
plasmid DNA was isolated using one of three kits, according to the manufacturer’s 
protocols:  the Wizard Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System (Promega), the 
UltraClean Standard Mini Plasmid Prep Kit (MO BIO Laboratories, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, 
U.S.A.), or the AccuPrep Plasmid Mini Extraction Kit (Bioneer Inc., Alameda, CA, 
U.S.A.).  Inserts of the correct size were verified by EcoRI (Promega or New England 
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, U.S.A.) digestion, which were viewed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis. 
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DNA Sequence Analysis 
 Clones were sent to Functional Biosciences for DNA sequencing (Madison, WI, 
USA) in order to verify the correct loci.  The MacVector (Oxford Molecular Group) 
DNA sequence software program was used to analyze the clone sequences.  Additional 
sequence analysis was performed using the Ensemble database, as well as the BLAST 
database (NCBI). 
 
Real-time PCR 
 The real-time PCR analysis focused on the guinea pig ID and IDL elements. The 
guinea pig LINE primer set was also included in qPCR analysis.  cDNA from a few 
different synthesis reactions was used in the qPCR experiments. 
 The experiments were first conducted using -actin as the housekeeping gene, but 
the first two sets of -actin primers used did not show equal expression across all tissues 
used in the experiments.  The housekeeping genes GAPDH, TBP, and alternative -actin 
primers were used in later experiments.  All primer sequences are shown in Table 2. 
Several rounds of experiments were run in order to optimize the concentrations and 
amounts of the reagents and template, as well as to modify the annealing temperatures 
used in the assay. 
 Real-time PCR experiments were performed on a MJ Research PTC-200 
instrument with the Chromo4 Real-time Detector (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, 
U.S.A.), using 96-well plates.  Real-time PCR reactions were prepared in 20 l reactions 
using the Promega GoTaq qPCR Master Mix, 0.01 ug forward and reverse primers, and 
cDNA template.  The reaction were run under the following conditions: 1 cycle of 95C 
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for 3 min.; 40 cycles of  95C for 10 s, 51C for 1 min; and run melt curve 55C to 95C 
reading every 0.5C, hold for 5 s.  Primer specificity was observed on the melt curve, and 
results were analyzed using the BioRad Opticon Software. 
 
 
Formaldehyde RNA gel electrophoresis 
 The RNA from each guinea pig tissue was run on a formaldehyde gel in order to 
verify the quality of RNA (protocol obtained from Dr. Liepman’s laboratory).  A 1% 
formaldehyde gel was used with a formamide/formaldehyde-based 2x RNA sample 
buffer and was run while using a peristaltic pump.  The amount of RNA added for each 
tissue was as follows:  160 ng guinea pig ovary (all remaining isolated ovary RNA), 176 
ng guinea pig testes RNA (all remaining isolated testes RNA), and 250 ng brain RNA. 
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Table 2.  Primers used during RT-PCR and qPCR analysis2.   
Primers used in 
RT-PCR and/or 
qPCR   
Tissues used with 
primers 
Race   
5'-
GCCTTCGAATTCAGGTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-
3' all 
C-Race R 5'-GCCTTGGAATTCAGGTT-3' all 
Guinea Pig SINEs     
GPID F 5'-GGGGTTGGGGATTTG-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-CAGGTTTGAGCTGAG-3'   
GPIDL F 5'-GGCTGGGGATTTAGCT-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-ATCGGTACCAGGGATC-3'   
GPB1 F 5'-GCCAGGTGTGGTGGCGCA-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
pB1cav F 5'-GCCAGGYATGGTGGT-3' 
RT, RO, RB, HT, 
HO 
Other Rodent 
SINEs       
ID F 5'-GGGGTTGGGGATTTAG-3' 
RT, RO, RB, HT, 
HO 
B2 F 5'-CTGGAGAGATGGCTCAG-3' 
RT, RO, RB, HT, 
HO 
B1(mouse) F 5'-NNGCCGGGCGTGGYG-3' 
RT, RO, RB, HT, 
HO 
GPLINE F 5'-CAATGGAGTACTACTCAGCTAT-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-ACTAGGGAGACAATATGGT-3'   
House-keeping genes   
actin F 5'-GCTCCGGCATGTGCAA-3' 
GPB, GPO, GPT, 
RT, 
  R 5'-AGGATGTTCATGAGGTAGT-3' RO, HT, HO 
Beta-actin 11-1-09 F 5'-ATATCGCTGCGCTCGTTGTC-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-AACGATGCCGTGCTCAATG-3'   
GAPDH F 5'-TGTCCGTCGTGGATCTGAC-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-CCTGCTTCACCACCTTCTTG-3'   
ACTB F 5'-TGACAGGATGCAGAAGGAGA-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-CGCTCAGGAGGAGCAATG-3'   
TBP F 5'-GGGGAGCTGTGATGTGAAGT-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
  R 5'-CCAGGAAATAATTCTGGCTCA-3'   
Potential new SINE family   
OST F 5'-ATGTGGATTTGCTTTGGTG-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
OSTA F 5'-GTGGATTTGCTTTGGTGTTA-3' GPB, GPO, GPT 
2The Race primer is the oligo-(dt)-based adaptor primer used in first strand cDNA 
synthesis.  All forward primers were used with C-Race when performing the initial RT-
PCR experiments.  The corresponding reverse primers were used in later RT-PCR 
experiments and in qPCR.  Only the shaded primers were used in qPCR analysis.  In the 
tissue column, GP stands for guinea pig, R stands for rat, and H stands for hamster.  O, T, 
and B stand for ovary, testes, and brain, respectively. 
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Results 
 The results are organized into three main sections based on the type of analysis 
used:  analysis of retrotransposon transcripts among tissues using RT-PCR, determination 
of expressed loci by cloning the RT-PCR products, and assessing the relative RNA levels 
to depict the role of the germ-line expression for inherited retrotransposition events.  
Each of these three sections is further broken down by the retrotransposable element of 
interest.  
 
Analysis of SINE and LINE Expression in Rodent Tissues by RT-PCR 
 RT-PCR experiments were conducted in order to verify expression of various 
SINE elements in rodent tissues, as well as to provide a rough estimate of relative 
expression levels by examining the bands of the products in agarose gels.  This analysis 
was used as a predictor of expression levels before they were verified and determined 
using real-time PCR.  Expressed loci were determined by cloning and sequencing the RT-
PCR products. 
 
Size fractionation of RNA using Microcon columns.  RT-PCR was performed using RNA 
that had been run through the Millipore Microcon columns.  This technique was expected 
to allow for isolation of true pol III transcribed SINEs, by removal of large pol II 
transcripts, so that the pol II transcripts would not interfere with the results, as SINEs 
could be found in untranslated regions of mRNA.  The use of -actin as a control 
demonstrated the technique was successful because transcripts were observed by RT-
PCR in most samples that were not run through the columns (Figure 2a), but not in the 
samples run through columns (Figure 2b).  
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Figure 2.  Demonstration of removal of large RNA using Microcon columns.  a. -actin 
RT-PCR products in which the RNA was not run through Microcon columns prior to RT-
PCR.  b. -actin RT-PCR products in which the RNA was run through the columns 
before RT-PCR.  “GPT” stands for guinea pig testes, “GPB” guinea pig brain, “GPO” 
stands for guinea pig ovary, “HT” stands for hamster testes, “RT” stands for rat testes, 
“RO” stands for rat ovary, “RB” stands for rat brain, and “HO” stands for hamster ovary.  
The Benchtop 1 kb DNA ladder was used (Promega). 
 
 
 
IDL expression analysis.  IDL is a family of SINEs found in Hystricognath rodents (Kass 
et al., 2009).  IDL loci among various tissues were analyzed using RT-PCR and agarose 
gel electrophoresis.  Bands of the expected size (~125 bp) were present in each of the 
guinea pig tissues (Figure 3).  The guinea pig testis (GPT) band was of higher intensity 
than that of the guinea pig brain (GPB) (Figure 3a).  The guinea pig ovary (GPO) shows 
higher intensity than GPB as well.  Surprisingly, the hamster testis (HT) also showed 
expression, which is not known to have an IDL family of element similar to that of the 
guinea pig.  The amplified product in HT is likely from a related SINE family.  The 
results of the control gene, -actin (different primer design than that used in Figure 2a), 
appear to show a little more expression in the guinea pig brain relative to the ovary and 
testis (Figure 3b).  This supports that the IDL RNA levels are higher in the germ-line 
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cells.  This gel of the -actin RT-PCR products serves as the control for all remaining 
RT-PCR product gels. 
a.  IDL              b.        -actin 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Verification of presence of the IDL element in guinea pig tissues by RT-PCR.  
a.  Agarose gels of IDL RT-PCR products in guinea pig testes (GPT), guinea pig brain 
(GPB), guinea pig ovary (GPO) and hamster testes (HT) tissues.  The Benchtop 1 kb 
DNA ladder was used (Promega).b.  RT-PCR using -actin primers in guinea pig tissues.  
Shaded areas of gel contain RT-PCR products irrelevant to this study.  The Fermentas 
FastRuler Middle Range DNA Ladder was used.   
 
 
ID expression analysis.  ID is a family of SINEs found in all rodents but highly variable 
in copy number (Kass et al., 1996).  The RT-PCR results of the guinea pig ID element 
showed bands of the expected size (about 100 bp) in all three tissues (Figure 4).  The ID 
element showed highest band intensity in GPT and GPO, with less in GPB, giving the 
same pattern as seen with the IDL element.  HT showed expression of a product using the 
guinea pig ID primers, although the fragment is larger than that seen in the guinea pig 
tissues.  This suggests the product amplified in HT was not the ID element. 
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 Hamster and rat ID results, using a mouse-based ID primer set, (Figures 5a and 
5d) were inconclusive due to contamination in the negative controls.  The RT-PCR was 
repeated 4 times, including using a different primer set, but showed contamination in the 
negative control every time.  The ID analysis in hamster and rat was not pursued further 
after contamination troubleshooting did not remedy the problem.  However, these 
products may suggest that the ID elements in the hamster and rat display similar patterns 
of variability among the analyzed tissues.  Additionally, the RT-PCR products were 
shown to be the same size as the guinea pig ID RT-PCR products (Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Expression of the ID element in guinea pig tissues.  NC stands for negative 
control.  Shaded areas of gel contain RT-PCR products irrelevant to this study.  The 
Benchtop 1 kb DNA ladder was used (Promega). 
 
B2 expression analysis.  The B2 SINE family has been shown to be specific for rodents 
of the subfamily Muroidea (Kass et al., 1999).  Therefore, guinea pig was not analyzed 
for B2 elements.  The RT-PCR results for the B2 element in all rat and hamster tissues 
showed products of the expected size (~170 bp) (Figures 5b and 5c).  The amplified 
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products showed approximately equal intense bands in all rat tissues (Figure 5b).  No 
quantitative tissue specificity was evident in either rat or hamster from the RT-PCR data 
of B2. 
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Figure 5.  Analysis of expression of ID and B2 elements in the hamster and rat tissues.  a.  
RT-PCR of ID elements in various rat and hamster tissues.   b.  RT-PCR of B2 elements.  
c.  RT-PCR of B2 in hamster ovary.  d.  RT-PCR of the ID element.  The Benchtop 1 kb 
DNA ladder was used (Promega). 
 
 
B1 expression analysis.  The expression of the pB1 element (predecessor to the B1 
element [Quentin 1994]) in the guinea pig was confirmed by RT-PCR (Figure 6a).  A 
distinct band at 175 bp is seen in GPB and GPO, with an additional band at 350 bp in 
GPB.  Previous analysis of the larger product has demonstrated it to be the 7SL RNA 
gene (data not shown).  GPT showed a smear without a distinct band.  HT showed a 
slightly larger product, at about 250 bp. 
 The B1 RT-PCR products suggest variable expression in all tissues within each 
species, as seen in guinea pig testis, ovary, and brain; hamster testis and ovary; and rat 
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testis and ovary (Figures 6b-d).  GPT and GPO showed a distinct band at at 175 bp, with 
another larger band around 400 bp, while GPB showed one fragment, at about 175 bp 
(Figure 6b).  RO and RT both showed a band just under 200 bp, with RB not showing an 
amplified product (Figure 6c).  HO and HT both showed a fragment just under 200 bp, 
with HT showing an additional band at about 350 bp (Figure 6d).  Even though both the 
band intensity levels varied in these tissues, as well as the fragment sizes, the smaller 
band could represent one locus for each species, while the larger band is likely to be 7SL. 
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Figure 6.  Expression of pB1 and B1.  a.  The pB1 RT-PCR products in guinea pig testes 
(T), guinea pig brain (B), guinea pig ovary (O) and hamster testes (HT).  b.  The B1 RT-
PCR products in guinea pig testes (T), guinea pig brain (B), and guinea pig ovary (O).  c.  
The RT-PCR of B1 in RO, RB, and RT.  d.  The RT-PCR of B1 in HO and HT.  The 
same ladder is seen in gels b, c, and d.  Shaded areas of gel contain RT-PCR products 
irrelevant to this study.  The Benchtop 1 kb DNA ladder was used (Promega). 
 
LINE expression analysis.  Determining if LINEs show a different level of expression in 
different tissues is important in understanding how SINEs are successful in hijacking 
LINE machinery.  The LINE RT-PCR products needed to be optimized in order to 
amplify a single band in each tissue (optimization described below in qPCR section).  
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The optimized LINE RT-PCR products gave the most intense band in GPT tissue, with 
less intensity seen in the brain and ovary (Figure 7).  This could suggest higher 
retrotransposition of SINEs in the testes as a result of increased hijacking of LINE 
machinery. 
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Figure 7.  LINE expression in the guinea pig.  RT-PCR of LINE with 60C annealing 
temperature with guinea pig brain (B), guinea pig ovary (O), guinea pig testes (T) and 
negative control (NC).  
 
 
Summary of RT-PCR expression analysis.  The use of RT-PCR verified the presence of 
the elements of interest in various rodent tissues.  The IDL element was present in all 
guinea pig tissues, although it showed greater band intensity in the GPT and GPO tissues 
than in GPB.  The ID element showed the same pattern in the guinea pig tissues.  The 
attempts to analyze the ID element in rat and hamster tissues were unsuccessful due to 
persisting contamination in the negative controls from these samples.  The B2 element 
showed expression in all rat and hamster tissues tested, and the bands of all RT-PCR 
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products were of about equal intensity.  The B1 element showed a high level of variation 
in the RT-PCR products amplified in the rat and hamster.  Many different sized products 
were seen, as well as difference in band intensity.  The LINE element showed presence in 
all three guinea pig tissues tested, with the testes showing greater band intensity than 
brain and ovary, which were approximately equal. 
 
Expression of Loci Demonstrated by Analysis of Sequences 
 
 To determine if individual or numerous source loci are associated with SINE 
expression, RT-PCR products were cloned and sequenced.  In total, 78 isolated clones 
were sent out for sequencing.  The sequences of different elements were evaluated in 
order to confirm the sequences of interest were being amplified and to analyze the 
number of loci being expressed.  The sequence data are divided into sections according to 
the primer set of the element used in the analysis. 
 
 
IDL source loci.  The GPO IDL sequences showed slight variation between each clone, 
which suggests there are different loci being expressed in this tissue.  Figure 8a shows 
that of the 14 clones, none contained the exact same sequence as the GP7 clone, which 
was determined to be the consensus for young IDL elements (Kass et al., 2009).  This 
could mean there may not be a single master gene for IDL, and IDL elements instead are 
the result of expression from numerous source loci.  The consensus of the GPO clones 
from these different source loci closely match the GP7 young ID element genomic 
consensus sequence (Figure 7d).  The GPT alignment shows the same pattern (Figure 
8b).  The GPB sequences showed even more variation in their sequences, with only a few 
sequences showing close similarity to the consensus (data not shown). 
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 The A-tails for most IDL clones obtained were at least 20 nucleotides in length.  It 
has been shown that long A-tails are characteristic of young SINEs, which could be 
active source genes, while older, inactive elements have shorter A-tails (Odom et al., 
2004).  The isolation of true RNA pol III transcripts, and long A-tails, combine to support 
that various source loci contribute to retrotransposition of IDL elements. 
 The hamster testis IDL RT-PCR product was also cloned, in order to determine 
what sequence was amplified by these primers, since the hamster is not known to have 
IDL elements of similar sequence to that of the guinea pig.  The single HT clone showed 
little resemblance to the GP7 sequence but was found to have a very similar sequence to 
an ID mouse consensus sequence.  The IDL primers amplified an ID element in the 
hamster, since GPIDL sequences are not found in myomorphic rodents and are specific to 
hystricognath rodents (Kass et al., 2009). 
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Figure 8.   IDL clone sequence alignments.  a.  The first 90 basepairs of the alignment 
from all GPO clone sequences obtained.  b. The first 90 basepairs of the alignment from 
all GPT clone sequences obtained.  c.  The ID product amplified in the hamster using IDL 
primers compared to the mouse ID sequence.  d.  The consensus sequence made from all 
GPO clones obtained, aligned with the GP7 young IDL element sequence. 
 
 
ID source loci.  There are two presumptive source genes for guinea pig ID elements, 
BC1-1 and BC1-2.  There are only a few diagnostic basepair differences between the 
BC1-1 and BC1-2 sequences.  The ID-cloned sequences obtained and seen in Figure 8 
showed that most clones, in all tissues, resemble the BC1-2 sequence. 
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 Analysis of individual GPO ID RT-PCR products was highly variable in sequence 
(Figure 9).  Two of the seven sequences, GPOG2 and GPOK, were very similar to the ID 
BC1-2 consensus sequences.   Another sequence (clone GPOI) was not a particularly 
close match to either ID consensus but was more similar to BC1-2 than BC1-1.  One 
sequence obtained using the ID primers was clearly not ID, but apparently IDL.  This 
sequence (clone GPON) was then included in the IDL analysis. 
 The last three GPO ID sequences (clones GPOF, GPOG, GPOH) were almost 
identical, but had unique characteristics different from the ID consensus sequence, 
although they showed a closer match to BC1-2 than BC1-1.  They were also unique in 
comparison to any other ID clone sequences obtained, from all tissues.  These sequences 
were investigated further to see if they were a unique ovary-specific subfamily of ID.  
Two primer sets were made, and RT-PCR was performed using ovary, testis, and brain 
tissues.  The element did not show specificity to ovary and was present in every tissue 
(Figure 9d).  Expression actually appeared to be less intense in the ovary, even though no 
sequences matching the unique GPOF, GPOG, and GPOH sequence were found in GPT 
and GPB tissues.  Therefore, even though an RT-PCR product was observed in GPT and 
GPB, this investigated element is likely to be ID or from an ID-“like” related family. 
 Only one clone that matched the ID consensus sequence was obtained in GPT, 
with a nearly identical sequence to the BC1-2 consensus (Figure 9b).  Four ID clones 
were obtained in GPB.  Two of them, GPBJ and GPBL, showed only minor variations 
from the BC1-2 consensus sequence (Figure 9c).  Clone GPBH more similarly matched 
the BC1-1 consensus sequence, and GPBI showed an even mix of BC1-1 and BC1-2 
diagnostic nucleotides 
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Figure 9.  Guinea pig ID alignments with BC1-1 and BC1-2 consensus sequences.  a.  
GPO ID clone sequence alignment.  b.  GPB ID clone sequence alignment.  c.  GPT ID 
clone sequence alignement.  d.  The RT-PCR products with primers made for the 
potential ovary-specific ID subfamily (clones GPOF, GPOG, and GPOH), in GPT (T), 
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GPO (O), and GPB (B).  NC stands for negative control. The Benchtop 1 kb DNA ladder 
was used (Promega). 
 
 
 
B2 source loci.  Since B2 is not present in the guinea pig, analysis of B2 clones was 
limited to the rat testis, rat ovary, hamster testis, and hamster ovary.  The eight RT clones 
showed variable loci that mostly resembled the B2 consensus sequence, with one clone 
containing a large deletion (Figure 10). Hamster testis showed a similar pattern (Figure 
9).  The four sequences had some variability with the consensus, with two sequences 
having large deletions near the 3’ end. 
 B2 in RO shows variable loci to a higher degree than in the testes of both rat and 
hamster (Figure 10).  None of the clones show an exact match to a B2 consensus 
sequence but show moderate similarity, ranging from 60% to 95% similarity.  One clone, 
ROA, shows a 10 base pair insertion in comparison to the other clones and consensus 
sequence. 
 B2 primers were also used for RT-PCR analysis of hamster ovary, but when the 
sequences of the products were aligned with known B2 consensus sequences, no match 
was found.  Instead, these sequences were a near perfect match to ID consensus 
sequence.  Interestingly, the product amplified by B2 primers in the HO ovary showed a 
fragment the size of the expected B2 element (Figure 5c).  Since B2 primers amplified ID 
elements instead of B2 elements in two out of two clones, perhaps ID is much more 
highly expressed and is the preferentially amplified tRNA-derived SINE by RT-PCR. 
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B2 Loci Expressed in Rat and Hamster Testes 
a.        RT    b.           HT 
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B2 Loci Expressed in Rat and Hamster Ovary 
 
  c.       RO    d.  HO 
     
 
Figure 10.  B2 clone sequence alignments.  a.  The alignment of all rat testes B2 clone 
sequences with the most appropriate B2 consensus sequence, from Kass et al. (1997).  b.  
The alignment of all hamster testes B2 clone sequences with the most highly similar B2 
consensus sequence, from Kass et al., (1997).  c.  The alignment of all rat ovary B2 clone 
sequences with the most highly similar B2 consensus sequence, Kass et al., (1997).  d.  
The two HO clones isolated using B2 primers aligned with the ID consensus sequence.   
 
 
 
B1 source loci.  Expression of B1 loci was analyzed in GPO and GPT tissues (Figure 11).  
In GPT, there was a high level of variation between sequences and against a known B1 
consensus sequence (Veniaminova et al., 2007).  Of the seven clones obtained, none are 
the same.  In GPO, three clones were isolated and there was even less sequence identity 
to the consensus sequence.  This high variability in both the testis and ovary could 
suggest there are multiple distinct active subfamilies of B1 in the guinea pig.  This also 
suggests that different source genes are involved in formation of B1 subfamilies, instead 
of a single master gene for the entire B1 family.  Due to the high sequence variation, B1 
could not be more precisely quantitated using real-time PCR. 
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 Sequences for pB1 were also analyzed in the guinea pig.  One GPT sequence and 
one GPO sequence were obtained, and showed only moderate resemblance to the 
consensus sequence (Figure 11).  The high variation present in pB1 was consistent with 
the variation seen in the B1 element. 
 
            B1 Elements in Guinea Pig 
         GPT         GPO 
        
 
pB1 Element in Guinea Pig 
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Figure 11.  The alignments of GPT and GPO B1 and pB1 elements in guinea pig tissues, 
shown with B1 and pB1 consensus sequences from Veniaminova et al., 2007. 
 
 
Summary of analysis of retrotransposon sequences.  The IDL element in GPO and GPT 
showed slight variation from the IDL consensus sequence, while GPB showed slightly 
more sequence variation.  All IDL clones had long 3’ A-tails, which is characteristic of 
source genes.  The HT sequence amplified using IDL primers was an ID sequence, as 
expected. 
 The ID element in GPO was highly variable, showing a unique sequence in 3 of 
the clones that was different from the consensus and other clones.  Most GPO clones 
demonstrated a greater similarity to the BC1-2 sequence over BC1-1.  The one GPT 
clone showed a near identical match to the BC1-1 consensus sequence, while the GPB 
clones were more similar to the BC1-2 sequence.  This could be suggestive of differential 
expression of these loci among various tissues, although more clones are needed in order 
to draw conclusions from the ID sequence data. 
 The B2 sequences in RT mostly matched the consensus sequence.  There was 
more variation in HT and even more in RO.  The two HO clones amplified using B2 
primers were ID sequences.  The B1 sequences in rat and hamster tissues showed high 
variation, which was consistent with the results seen for B1 with RT-PCR.  This indicates 
multiple B1 subfamilies may be present, each with currently active source genes, or 
perhaps B1 could be broken down into further SINE families. 
 The combined results from the RT-PCR and sequencing analysis helped to 
determine how to narrow the focus of the expression analysis.  The ID and B1 analyses in 
hamster and rat were not carried further due to their inconsistency in these analyses.  B2 
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was also chosen to not be included in qPCR analysis in order to narrow the focus of the 
project to the expression in guinea pig tissues. 
 
Optimization of qPCR Assay 
 
 The RNA levels of the SINEs and LINE elements were measured using 
quantitative PCR (qPCR), which is a unique approach for assessing the quantities of these 
elements (Myakishev et al., 2008).  The tissues from rat and hamster were not used in 
qPCR due to their lack of consistent expression during RT-PCR experiments and 
sequence analysis in the ID and B1 elements.  Also, the focus of this project was directed 
toward guinea pig expression levels, in which two SINE families, ID and IDL, differ in 
copy number by two orders of magnitude (Kass et al., 2009).  LINEs were analyzed to 
help assess possible germ-line specificity of SINE hijacking of LINE machinery.  Even 
though the B2 element showed consistent results in the rat and hamster, it was not 
evaluated using qPCR since it could not be compared to guinea pig, which lacks this 
element.  Therefore, only the expression levels within GPT, GPO, and GPB were 
compared and used in the qPCR experiments.  The primer sets used in the qPCR 
experiments were limited to the ID, IDL, and LINE elements, since these were the 
primers that showed the most consistent and expected results in the sequence analysis. 
 
Housekeeping gene optimization for qPCR.  The initial qPCR experiments were 
performed using -actin as the control housekeeping gene.  Expression of this gene was 
inconsistent in the three tissues in the qPCR reactions (Figure 12a), showing multiple 
bands and highest expression in guinea pig brain.   After several attempts at optimization 
through variations in primer concentrations, template concentrations, and annealing 
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temperatures, alternative housekeeping genes were investigated.  Reactions were run 
using primers for GAPDH, TBP, and an alternative set of -actin primers (Figure 12b).  
Multiple bands were seen for GAPDH in all tissues, smears in the new -actin products, 
and no bands in the TBP products. 
 The annealing temperature was further optimized for all primer sets using qPCR 
(Figure 12c).  After raising the annealing temperature to 60C, GAPDH and -actin 
showed more consistent expression in all three tissues, with one single band.   TBP did 
not show a distinct product in all three tissues.  Raising the annealing temperature caused 
more specific products to be amplified, and one band was seen per tissue, although bands 
of equal intensities were not present in all tissues.  The melt curves produced by this 
reaction for both GAPDH and the new -actin primers showed one distinct peak (Figure 
13).  Therefore, GAPDH and -actin served as the controls in the qPCR analysis, even 
though the varying band intensity in guinea pig tissues indicates the assay was not 
perfectly optimized. 
 To verify primer efficiency, serial dilutions of template for each primer set were 
run in a qPCR reaction.  Results for GAPDH and -actin showed an approximate 
doubling of product with each reaction cycle, which is shown by a 3.32 cycles between 
each dilution set for a 10-fold dilution, since the equation 2n = dilution factor gives n = 
3.32 (Figure 12c and 12d).  The GAPDH serial dilutions showed 2.81, 3.11, and 2.83 
cycles between each of the four dilution sets.  The -actin serial dilutions showed 3.15, 
3.42, and 3.53 cycles between each of the four dilution sets. 
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Figure 12.  Agarose gels from housekeeping gene optimization using RT-PCR and qPCR 
products.  a. -actin primers used in guinea pig testis (T), guinea pig brain (B), and 
guinea pig ovary (O) tissues.  NC stands for negative control.  The Benchtop 1 kb DNA 
ladder was used (Promega).  b.  qPCR products using alternative housekeeping gene 
primers.  c.  qPCR products of housekeeping genes at 60C annealing temperature.  In 
gels b and c, the Fermentas FastRuler Middle Range DNA Ladder was used. 
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Figure 13.  Melt curves of housekeeping genes.  a.  The GAPDH melt curve for GPB, 
GPT, and GPO.  b.  The -actin melt curve for GPB, GPT, and GPO.  c.  The quantitation 
curve from 10-fold serial dilutions of GPB using GAPDH primers.  d. The quantitation 
curve from 10-fold serial dilutions of GPB using -actin primers. 
 
 
Gene of interest optimization.  The guinea pig LINE element primers were also analyzed 
using qPCR in order to infer any relation between expression levels of SINEs and LINEs 
and the capability of SINEs to hijack LINE machinery.  LINE primers were used in RT-
PCR to optimize conditions before use in qPCR, as previously demonstrated. 
 Initial reactions using an annealing temperature of 48C showed LINE products 
as two distinct fragments in GPB and one band each of the same size in GPT and GPO 
(Figure 14a).  A higher annealing temperature of 60C was used in order to amplify more 
specific products.  This eliminated the larger band from GPB, as well as the primer-
dimers from the negative control (Figure 7). 
 In order to eliminate the smear seen in all LINE RT-PCR products for 
quanititation using qPCR, further optimization was necessary.  An RT-PCR temperature 
gradient was performed, using the qPCR thermocycler.  It was seen that the most optimal 
temperature for one distinct band was about 57.8C (Figure 14b).  However, the qPCR 
melt curves for each temperature showed a different result in each case (Figures 14c-h).  
The most optimal temperature was 59.3C, based on the presence of one distinct peak in 
the melt curve (Figure 14d).  The higher temperatures between 61C and 64.2C showed 
the presence of a main peak with two points, meaning multiple products with similar 
melting temperatures are being amplified at these temperatures (Figures 14e-h).  
Therefore, between the gel of the products and the melt curve, it was determined the 
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temperature of about 59C was optimal for this primer set for further use in qPCR 
experiments. 
 The LINE melt curve showed one distinct peak, which suggests one product is 
being amplified (Figure 14i).  The peak for LINE was wider than that seen in the other 
samples, so this may mean that multiple products with very similar melting temperatures 
are being amplified.  These products may be the result of more than one master or source 
gene.  The single band in the gel of the qPCR products helps confirm one product is 
likely being amplified (Figure 7).  The serial dilution qPCR reactions using LINE primers 
showed approximate doubling with each cycle (Figure 13j).  Between each dilution set, 
there were 2.83, 2.11, and 2.37 cycles. 
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Figure 14.  Optimization of LINE primers for qPCR.  a.  Initial LINE RT-PCR 
experiment using annealing temperature of 48C, with guinea pig brain (B), guinea pig 
ovary (O), guinea pig testes (T) and negative control (NC). b.  Temperature gradient RT-
PCR of GPB using LINE primers.  In gels a and b, the Fermentas FastRuler Middle 
Range DNA Ladder was used.  c.  The melt curve for the LINE qPCR product at 57.8C.  
d.  The melt curve for the LINE qPCR product at 59.3C.  e. The melt curve for the LINE 
qPCR product at 61C.  f. The melt curve for the LINE qPCR product at 62.4C.  g. The 
melt curve for the LINE qPCR product at 63.5C.  h. The melt curve for the LINE qPCR 
product at 64.2C.  i.  LINE melt curve of guinea pig testes and brain tissues.  The GPT 
peak is shown in green, and the GPB is shown in blue.  j.  Quantitation curve showing 
serial dilutions of GPB qPCR products using LINE primers. 
 
 
 Primer sets for the ID and IDL elements were optimized by adjusting annealing 
temperatures as well as running serial dilutions to test primer efficiency.  In the qPCR 
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experiments, the SINE elements showed one distinct band in the gels of qPCR products, 
as was also seen in earlier RT-PCR experiments.  However, when the validity of the 
primers was tested by running qPCR serial dilution reactions, multiple sized fragments 
were seen in the different dilutions for both ID and IDL (Figure 14).  The gel of the ID 
qPCR products showed a small band (80 bp) in the smallest dilutions (1:1000 and 1:100), 
two bands in the 1:10 dilution (one 80 bp and one 150 bp band), and one large band (150 
bp) in the 1x concentration (Figure 15a).  The IDL qPCR products were the same, except 
both the small and large fragment are seen in the 1x concentration (Figure 15b). 
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Figure 15.  Agarose gels from qPCR products of GPB template serial dilutions, used for 
primer optimization.  a.  ID qPCR products.  b.  IDL qPCR products.  The Fermentas 
FastRuler Middle Range DNA Ladder was used. 
 
 The qPCR melt curve for ID showed one distinct peak, meaning one product is 
being amplified (Figure 16a). The higher concentrations of the template generated a taller 
peak by qPCR than the lower concentrations.  The melt curve for IDL showed multiple 
peaks, which means multiple products are being amplified (Figure 16b).  As seen in the 
gels in Figure 13, there are no differences between the bands produced by ID and IDL 
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that could explain this drastic difference in their melt curves.  The GPT and GPO qPCR 
reactions using ID and IDL primers showed similar results to those using GPB (not 
shown). 
 The serial dilutions of template using ID and IDL showed approximate doubling 
with each cycle, as is necessary to demonstrate the primer efficiency (Figures 16c and 
16d).  The ID serial dilutions of GPB showed 3.22, 3.16, and 3.43 cycles between each 
dilution set.  The IDL serial dilutions showed 3.57, 2.73, and 2.33 cycles between each 
dilution set. 
a.            ID                  b.      IDL 
 
 
 
 
 
 c.             ID                 d.                 IDL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. SINE melt curves from GPB serial dilution qPCR reactions.  a.  The ID melt 
curve.  b.  The IDL melt curve.  c.  Quantitation curve showing serial dilutions of GPB 
qPCR products using ID primers.  d. Quantitation curve showing serial dilutions of GPB 
qPCR products using IDL primers. 
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 In order to understand why the serial dilutions showed different sized products, 
the small (0.01x) and large fragments (1x) for ID and IDL were cloned and sequenced.  
In total, 2 small clones and 1 large clone were sequenced for each primer set.  Clone 
ID1xN (the ID clone that was obtained from the RT-PCR product using full 
concentration of template) showed close similarity to both the 0.01x ID clones (the ID 
clones obtained from the RT-PCR product using 100-fold dilution of template) and to the 
BC1-1 consensus sequence (Figure 17).  The ID1xN had one basepair insertion in 
comparison with the other clones, and a different, longer 3’ end than the 0.01x clones.  
The longer sequence seen in the 1x clone (ID1xN) corresponds with the larger fragment 
seen by the band of the 1x concentration in Figure 14a. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  Alignment of 1x and 0.01x ID clones with a known ID consensus sequence.  
 
 
 The results for the IDL sequences were not as clear (Figure 18).  The two IDL 
0.01x clones were fairly similar to each other, with 10 basepair differences out of 66.  
However, they were not considerably similar to the 1x clone or the GP7 and GP5 
consensus sequences (from Kass et al., 2009, not shown) sequences.  Multiple 
subfamilies of IDL elements are likely to be the cause for this discrepancy in sequences.  
Analysis of sequences was difficult since the reverse primer sequence could not be found 
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in all clones.  Therefore, the reverse sequencing primer was used as the cut-off for these 
clones.  As seen in the ID alignment (Figure 15), the 1x clone is considerably longer than 
the 0.01x clones, in agreement with the fragment discrepancies seen in the gels from 
Figure 14.  This could mean that the expressed IDL elements identified at the lower 
concentration is a different, albeit related sub-family of IDL-“like” elements.  If this were 
the case, I might not necessarily be choosing the correct family of elements if I chose that 
concentration over another to do my qPCR analysis.  The 1x clone showed more 
similarity to the GP7 clone (6 bp differences) than the GP5 clone (9 bp differences) and 
more similarity overall to both of these clones than the 0.01x did.  Like the ID sequences, 
the 1x clone showed additional length when compared to the 0.01x clones, which agreed 
with the size of the fragments seen in the gels of the products. 
 
Figure 18.  Alignment of 1x and 0.01x IDL clones with the GP7 clone.  
 
 
 The first attempt in troubleshooting for the multiple sized bands began with the 
use of a PCR Clean-up kit, in order to remove any residual reagents or primers from the 
cDNA synthesis reaction (Promega).  The ID and IDL qPCR reactions were repeated, and 
the same results as previously shown were produced.  The next troubleshooting effort 
was to use a different primer in the cDNA synthesis reaction.  Instead of using the RACE 
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primer as done before, random primers were used (Bustin et al., 2005).  The gel of the 
qPCR products showed all bands were the same size (about 80 bp), and the larger band 
was eliminated (Figure 18).  Not all wells had amplified product in the reaction using ID 
primers, as seen by the empty lanes (Figure 19a).  The melt curves looked the same as 
before (not shown). 
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Figure 19.  Agarose gel results of GPB serial dilution qPCR products using cDNA 
synthesized with random primers.  a.  The qPCR products amplified using ID primers.  b.  
The qPCRproducts amplified using IDL primers. The Fermentas FastRuler Middle Range 
DNA Ladder was used. 
 
 The RACE primers that were used in the cDNA reaction apparently had remained 
in the qPCR reaction, likely from the primers being bound to each other, and interfered 
with that reaction.  This had caused the amplification of two different sized products: one 
product amplified by both of the SINE primers, and the other product being amplified by 
one SINE primer and one RACE primer.  For this reason, random primers were used 
from this point forward for synthesis of all cDNA used in the subsequent qPCR reactions.   
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Determining Expression Levels of SINEs and LINEs using qPCR 
 Formaldehyde gel electrophoresis of guinea pig RNA.  Based on the lack of 
finding a reliable RT-PCR product in the ovary in qPCR, the RNA was analyzed on a 
formaldehyde gel in order to determine the quality of the RNA.  All of the remaining 
RNA for each tissue was used in order to have a high enough concentration of RNA to 
run on the gel. GPT and GPB exhibited bands for the 18S and 28S RNA (Figure 20).  The 
GPT lane also showed smearing.  No bands are seen from the GPO RNA.  The RNA 
control was plant RNA provided by Dr. Aaron Liepman (Eastern Michigan University).  
It was determined that the RNA quality of the brain and testis samples was adequate to 
use in the qPCR assay, but not ovary. 
 qPCR reactions of guinea pig SINEs and LINE elements.  After optimization of 
the qPCR assay and addressing the problem with product sizes, the qPCR experiment was 
run.  The first attempt showed contamination in the blanks of almost all primer sets.  
Results from this run were not included in the data set. 
 The second run of the qPCR experiment was performed using only brain and 
testis cDNA, because the results from the RNA gel indicated the ovary RNA was not at a 
high enough concentration to provide reliable results.  Relative quantities were 
determined by the 2-∆∆Ct Livak method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001), in which both 
the test and calibrator tissues are normalized to a reference gene.  In this experiment, the 
test tissues were guinea pig ovary and testis, the calibrator tissue was guinea pig brain, 
and the reference gene was -actin.  Then, the expression ratio between the tissues is 
determined for each gene of interest.  On average, GPT showed a slightly higher level of 
expression of the ID element than GPB, GPT and GPB showed even greater difference in 
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expression for the IDL element, and the LINE element showed slightly higher expression 
in GPT than GPB (Table 3).  The IDL element showed the highest level of expression, by 
at least one order of magnitude, in comparison to the ID and LINE elements.  However, 
relative quantities of the different elements (ID and IDL) do not show consistency 
throughout the four trials.  The third trial of the qPCR reaction did not show any ID 
amplification in the testis tissue.  The LINE replicates showed similar relative quantities 
in three out of four trials. 
 
Table 3.  Summary of qPCR results from three trials.  
Date of 
qPCR 
experiment 
Trial 2 
4/5/2010 
Trial 3 
4/6/2010 
Trial 4 
4/16/2010 Mean ± SD 
  Relative Quantities vs -actin      
ID             
GP brain 1 1 1 1  0.00 
GP testis 8.97 N/A 0.34 4.65  6.10 
IDL             
GP brain  1 1 1 1  0.00 
GP testis 482.15 21.78 37.14 180.36  261.47 
LINE             
GP brain 1 1 1 1  0.00 
GP testis 4.72 1.70 4.60 3.67  1.71 
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Figure 20.  Analysis of quality of RNA isolated from different guinea pig tissues.   
 
 
qPCR optimization and expression level summary.  The optimization of the housekeeping 
genes showed GAPDH and -actin to have the most consistent expression in all three 
guinea pig tissues.  The optimization of the LINE primers involved raising annealing 
temperatures.  The ID and IDL elements showed two different sized products in different 
dilutions, so the cDNA had to be resynthesized using random primers, because the RACE 
primer was interfering in the qPCR reaction.   
 The expression levels of the ID element showed an order of magnitude higher 
level of expression on average in GPT than GPB.  The IDL element on average showed 
much greater expression, from 1 to 2 orders of magnitude, in GPT than GPB.  The LINE 
element on average showed an order of magnitude higher expression level in GPT than 
GPB.  Although the qPCR results were inconsistent throughout the three trials, overall, 
greater expression was seen in the germ-line tissue than the somatic tissue. 
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Comparison of Combined Analyses 
 In general, the results showed consistency throughout each technique used for 
understanding expression levels of SINEs in rodent tissues.  Higher germline expression 
vs. somatic was seen throughout the experiment.  Variability in IDL sequences was 
consistent with the broad qPCR melt curve, as well as in the sequences.  B1 variability 
showed consistency in RT-PCR gels and in the sequence results.  Overall, the results 
indicated that multiple source genes are involved in the propagation of retrotransposable 
elements. 
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Discussion 
 
 
SINE and LINE Expression in Rodent Tissues 
Higher expression of ID and IDL in germ-line tissues.  This study was conducted in order 
to determine the germ-line expression levels of various retrotransposable elements in 
rodents and reveal any correlation to genomic copy number.  There was higher 
expression of ID and IDL elements in the germ-line tissues, as shown through the RT-
PCR and qPCR results.  The RT-PCR results based on band intensity cannot be a 
definitive way to determine quantitation of expression levels but may represent possible 
approximate expression levels.  The -actin RT-PCR products served as a control and 
suggested that the total isolated RNA concentration in the brain tissue was higher than 
levels in the germ line tissues.  This indicates that the higher level of isolated RNA in the 
brain cannot account for the higher levels of the SINE and LINE elements as 
demonstrated by qPCR.  The RT-PCR findings suggested that the ID element showed 
higher germ-line expression, even though BC1, the master gene of the ID element, is 
known to be highly expressed in brain tissue.  A possible explanation for the abundance 
of ID in guinea pig testis (GPT) and guinea pig ovary (GPO) is that the IDL element may 
also be amplified in addition to ID, when using ID primers.  If both elements are being 
amplified by the ID primers and making up the composition of the RT-PCR products 
seen in the gel, a misleadingly high level of expression for ID is being observed.  The 
sequence data showed that one IDL sequence was present out of the seven sequences 
obtained using ID primers in GPO.  This could account for some of the ID amplification 
seen in RT-PCR and qPCR.  The abundance of IDL in the guinea pig genome, as well as 
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the sequence similarity, would explain why IDL would be amplified in addition to ID by 
PCR with the ID primers. 
 The qPCR data may indicate that BC1, the ID master gene, may be poorly 
expressed, especially compared to a possible IDL master gene.  According to Kim et al. 
(1994), the low copy number of ID elements may be due to a lower concentration of BC1 
RNA in germ-line cells, in comparison to BC1 RNA concentration in the germ line of 
other rodents.  The low amplification ability of the BC1 master gene in the guinea pig 
could also be a result of the shorter and highly punctuated A-tail of BC1 genes in the 
guinea pig, which makes self-priming or target primed reverse transcription less efficient 
in retrotransposition (Kim et al., 1994; Kass et al., 1996; Kass et al., 2002; Dewannieux 
& Heidmann, 2005).  Another study indicated that the BC1 gene present in the guinea pig 
does not contain conserved regulatory elements, called PSE and OCTA, which are 
present in the BC1 genes of other rodents such as rat, mouse, and Chinese hamster, and 
this could inhibit the amplification efficiency of this master gene in the guinea pig at the 
transcriptional level (Martignetti & Brosius, 1995).  No matter the cause of the low 
amplification rate of the BC1 master gene, as determined by the low copy numbers of ID 
in the guinea pig genome, this does not imply the inefficiency of all guinea pig SINE 
master genes.  The master gene responsible for the IDL element has had successful 
amplification in the guinea pig, as seen by the higher copy numbers of the IDL element 
(Kass et al., 2009).  
  Based on all ID sequences obtained in guinea pig tissues, there is greater 
expression of BC1-2 than BC1-1.  Most clones resembled the BC1-2 sequence, while a 
few matched BC1-1, and others did not more closely resemble one sequence over the 
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other.  In a previous study, three out of four guinea pig ID sequences obtained were more 
closely related to BC1-2, while the fourth sequence was more related to BC1-1 (Kim et 
al., 1994).  These findings suggest that the BC1-2 locus is more highly transcribed by 
RT-PCR and more active in the guinea pig than the BC1-1 locus.   
 There has not been any previous literature describing the amount of BC1-1 vs. 
BC1-2 in the guinea pig genome.  Therefore, an ensemble database search was conducted 
for both the BC1-1 and BC1-2 sequences.  At E = 0.0001, 69 sequences matched the full 
length BC1-2 sequence, while 47 sequences matched the full length BC1-1 sequence.  
This additional information helps confirm our findings, which show a higher level of 
BC1-2 based ID elements in the guinea pig genome and an overall low level of ID in the 
guinea pig. 
 Based on the RT-PCR results of ID and IDL in the guinea pig, inherited 
integrations could occur in either germ line.  No apparent germ-line specificity was seen 
by RT-PCR analysis, for either element, as hypothesized.  Expression appears to be 
higher in germ-line versus brain tissue, although as previously mentioned, the -actin 
RT-PCR indicated higher germ-line RNA expression levels.  The data from the qPCR 
analysis of the ID and IDL elements were similar to those found in RT-PCR.  This is 
helpful is confirming the validity of each set of data from both analyses.  However, the 
qPCR analysis could not give information about GPO, since GPO was removed from the 
experiment due to the lack of rRNA bands in the RNA gel.  Therefore, we cannot infer 
any relationship between testis and ovary expression levels and cannot assess which germ 
line might play a more important role in inherited integrations. 
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 Rat and hamster were also analyzed for germ-line SINE RNA levels to identify 
patterns across species.  Analysis of the ID RT-PCR results in all rat tissues examined 
showed a consistent level of expression across all tissues.  This finding confirms that the 
ID element has been conserved in the rat, since it has been previously found that BC1 has 
a function in neuronal tissue (Martignetti & Brosius, 1993).  This could have perhaps 
allowed ID to continue to retrotranspose in germ-line cells.  In the hamster, slightly less 
expression was seen in the RT-PCR products in hamster testis (HT) than hamster ovary 
(HO).  This may show tissue specificity in expression levels of hamster germ-line tissues.  
However, all ID RT-PCR reactions in rat and hamster showed contamination in the 
negative controls, so the interpretation of these results is only speculative. 
 
Hamster and rat B2 elements lack tissue specificity.  B2 elements showed approximately 
equivalent levels of expression in all rat and hamster tissues tested, which may be 
indicative of similar amplification rates in both species.  This is consistent with the 
findings of Kass et al. (1997), who showed that the similar copy numbers of the B2 
elements, given the unique 3’ sequence of B2 elements among different rodent families, 
suggested a constant amplification rate in Muroid species. 
 A goal of this study was to determine any possible tissue specificity of SINE 
expression in rodent germ-line tissues.  The B2 RT-PCR results showed there could be 
equal expression levels in all tissues, or the RT-PCR analysis may not have shown 
precise enough levels of expression.  B2 integrations, like the previously mentioned ID 
and IDL elements, did not show specificity for one germ line over the other based on the 
RT-PCR results.  Unlike ID and IDL, however, B2 did not show higher expression in 
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germ-line over somatic tissues as indicated by gels of RT-PCR products.  Therefore, no 
germ-line tissue specificity could be determined by the RT-PCR products. 
 The B2 sequences present in RT, RO, and HT tissues all showed high levels of 
variability to each other and the known consensus sequence.  The variation in sequence 
between rat and hamster had been previously demonstrated by Kass et al. (1997).  The 3’ 
ends of rat and hamster sequences were shown to be different between the species (Kass 
et al., 1997).  A probable cause of the sequence variability is that there are numerous 
source loci, or different active master genes, responsible that give rise to the B2 element, 
instead of one single master gene.  The sequences appear to match the consensus 
sequence, which suggests the B2 family is highly related.  This may indicate that the 
possible source loci may be originally derived from a single ancestral master gene.  This 
is consistent with previous work from Kass et al. (1997).  That study suggested that the 
species-specific sequences of B2 were caused by amplification that occurred after the 
divergence of the common ancestor of hamster and rat (Kass et al., 1997).  Therefore, my 
findings agree with that of Kass et al (1997), in that the sequences show difference 
between species, suggesting amplification before divergence of the species, as well as 
similarity of expression levels among species, which suggests a constant rate of 
amplification amongst both species (Kass et al., 1997).  Since the B2 RNA levels were 
found to be similar in the germ-line tissues of different rodents, this is consistent with the 
similar copy numbers of B2 between species (Kass et al., 1997). 
 Analysis of the B2 sequence data from hamster tissues provided an indication of 
tissue specificity in the hamster germ-line.  While HT had sequences consistent with 
those of the rat tissues, HO did not provide any B2 sequences.  Of the two HO clones 
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obtained using B2 primers, neither was a B2 element.  This could mean there is no 
expression of B2 elements in the HO, since the B2 primers are amplifying elements other 
than B2 elements.  Or the B2 element may be less expressed in the HO, and additional 
isolated clones may be needed in order to amplify a B2 element in this tissue.  If HO 
indeed has no expressed B2 elements, this would suggest that HT could be responsible 
for inheritance of the B2 element and the ovary not at all responsible for generating 
inherited copies. 
 
Multiple subfamilies cause variable expression of B1.  B1 showed a high level of 
variability in its expression among the guinea pig tissues, which was the result of the 
numerous subfamilies making up the B1 element.  There are three main subfamilies of 
B1 elements, which can be further subdivided based on different nucleotide substitutions, 
deletions, and insertions (Veniaminova et al., 2007).   
 The B1 sequences in the guinea pig showed even greater variability than the B2 
sequences in the hamster and rat.  In both GPT and GPO, there could be multiple distinct 
subfamilies of B1 that are expressed.  These families may be from more divergent source 
loci than those responsible in B2.  Different subfamilies of B1 could also help explain the 
relatively high copy number of B1 elements in the guinea pig.  The rodent family 
Caviidae, which the guinea pig belongs to, has a genomic copy of 2.41 x 105 
(Veniaminova et al., 2007).  In the study of B1 families by Veniamoniva et al. (2007), of 
the 63 copies of B1 analyzed from the guinea pig, four different subfamilies were 
identified.  In that study, of the five B1 subfamilies examined, sixteen out of the twenty-
three rodent taxonomic families investigated showed 3 to 5 of the subfamilies of B1 
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(Veniaminova et al., 2007).  This study demonstrated that the B1 family of elements is 
highly diverse, and our B1 data agree with these findings.  The diversity of the B1 family 
is most likely the reason I could not pursue the expression level of B1 using qPCR. 
 
Relating SINE Expression and Evolutionary Models 
 The data obtained from the IDL and B2 families suggested that numerous source 
genes are responsible for the propagation of SINE elements.  The genomic consensus 
may not represent the “current” master gene but perhaps a master gene that gave rise to 
the numerous source genes. The IDL sequence data indicated that numerous source genes 
may be active for this element, due to the variability in sequences.  The consensus 
sequence of all IDL RT-PCR clones matched the genomic IDL consensus, showing that 
the expected source genes responsible for subfamilies may be derived from a single 
ancestral master gene.  This is consistent with the behavior of source genes, as the 
consensus of the expressed loci is similar to the genomic consensus sequence.   
 These findings lean more toward the multiple source gene model of SINE 
propagation than the master gene model.  The multiple source gene model has been 
mainly supported by the evolutionary patterns of Alu elements and LINE elements 
(Matera et al., 1990; Han et al., 2005; Myers et al., 2002).  The LINE element L1 in 
humans has been suggested to have 44 source genes responsible for the propagation of 
this element (Myers et al., 2002).  Also, one version of the multiple source gene model, 
called the “stealth model,” describes a more complex propagation method of Alu 
elements and could apply to rodent SINEs as well.  In this model, Alu source genes, 
called “stealth drivers,” have low amplification rates and are not responsible for 
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generating the majority of new Alu copies (Han et al., 2005).  This is unlike the master 
gene model, in which master genes are highly active and responsible for propagating all 
copies of the element.  The “stealth drivers” generate copies of the element at a slow rate 
and produce daughter elements that can generate copies at a much higher rate (Han et al., 
2005).  The daughter elements can also produce secondary master genes which, with the 
daughter elements, can be responsible for the majority of the subfamily members (Han et 
al., 2005).  This model provides a feasible mechanism for the propagation of most rodent 
SINE elements, since the master gene model does not seem to fit the pattern of those 
examined in this study.  The results of this study suggest that multiple source genes, or 
master genes, are responsible for the propagation of a SINE family, instead of a single 
master gene. 
 
Correlations in SINE and LINE Expression 
 The LINE RT-PCR results show a higher level of expression in GPT than GPB or 
GPO.  The qPCR results also agree with this, showing on average 3.67 as much GPT 
expression of LINE than in GPB, but a relative GPO quantity cannot be inferred.  The 
higher relative expression levels of both SINE and LINE elements seen in the GPT could 
allow for increased hijacking of LINE machinery, in comparison to the brain. This 
pattern of germ-line mobility cannot fully be determined since we do not have GPO data 
from qPCR.  However, the LINE results obtained from RT-PCR and qPCR regarding the 
GPT and GPB tissues show similar findings. 
 Less activity in somatic tissue is beneficial to the organism, because less high-
jacking, and therefore less mobility of elements, would be occurring in somatic tissues.  
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Less activity of retrotransposable elements in somatic tissues would mean less genetic 
human diseases in these tissues, including cancer.  One possible explanation is that SINE 
sequences may be highly methylated in the somatic tissues compared to germ-line 
tissues, which could cause less “jumping” in these tissues.  Methylation is a known 
mechanism for down-regulating the amplification of SINE elements (Schmid, 1991).  
Cytosine methylation has been suggested to prevent the activity of genomic parasites 
such as retrotransposons (Yoder et al.,1997).  Interestingly, it was observed that there was 
greater methylation of LINE elements than Alu elements in a study of humans (Richards 
et al., 2009).  Additionally, Kim and Deininger (1996) showed that methylation has had a 
large impact on the low amplification rates of certain subfamilies of ID elements in the 
rat. 
 Since LINEs by nature typically have relatively low copy numbers compared to 
SINEs, the findings from this study are consistent.  The LINE and ID element showed 
approximate equivalent expression levels, and the ID element has an extremely low copy 
number for a SINE element.  One suggested explanation for the low quantity of LINEs in 
comparison to SINEs is differential cell cycle regulation during one or more steps of 
retrotransposition (Weiner, 2002).  If the LINE machinery is differentially regulated, 
meaning used at different times during the retrotransposition process, high expression of 
LINE elements in relation to SINEs would not be necessary for successful SINE 
amplification (Weiner, 2002).  Another reason LINEs have stayed at a low expression 
level is because of their larger size and the effect this could have on integration.  A study 
from 2006 showed the deleterious effect the insertions of the human LINE element L1 
can have on humans (Boissinot et al., 2006).  Boissinot et al. (2006) demonstrated that 
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larger elements can have a negative on the host genome during an integration event.  The 
full size L1 element, but not a truncated version, or the Alu element, is prone to cause 
deleterious genetic rearrangements during an insertion event in the human genome 
(Boissinot et al., 2006).   
 It was previously thought that the Hystricognath rodents, including guinea pig, 
may have a property that did not allow for successful retrotransposon amplification, due 
to their lack of B2 elements and relatively low number of ID elements (Kass et al., 1996; 
Kass et al., 1997).   Kass et al. (1996) suggested changes in the RNA structure of the BC1 
master gene could have caused the low amplification rate of the ID element in guinea pig 
compared to other rodents.  However, with the identification of the IDL element in the 
guinea, with the relatively high copy number and expression level, it has been shown that 
successful SINE amplification is possible in the guinea pig (Kass et al., 2009).  Also, this 
finding suggests that LINE amplification has also remained successful, since SINEs 
depend on LINEs for their propagation.  Even though the expression level of LINEs was 
shown to be less than that of the IDL element through qPCR, the expression of LINEs 
has been adequate for the successful proliferation of IDL in the guinea pig.  This may 
suggest the greater expression of IDL allows it to “hijack” the LINE amplification 
machinery at a higher rate than other SINE elements. 
 
Comparing Copy Number and Relative Expression Levels of SINEs 
 A primary objective of this project was to determine a relationship between 
known genomic copy numbers of SINEs and the expression levels as determined by 
qPCR.  It was hypothesized that a correlation exists between the genomic copy number 
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and the expression level of SINEs in rodents.  The ID and IDL element were examined in 
the guinea pig in order to test this hypothesis.  The genomic copy number of the ID 
element is 100-200 in the guinea pig (Sapienza & Jacques, 1986; Kim et al., 1994; Kass 
et al., 1996), while the genomic copy number of IDL in the guinea pig is 100,000 (Kass 
et al., 2009).  It was shown by qPCR that the expression levels of the ID and IDL element 
demonstrated a 1- to 2-order of magnitude increase between ID and IDL in GPT in 
relation to the control tissue GPB.  This is not quite a three order of magnitude increase, 
as expected by the differences in copy numbers between the two elements.  This suggests 
that the expression levels of these elements may not be correlated to their genomic copy 
numbers.  These findings could also indicate that the qPCR estimation of the ID element 
is too high, and the expression levels of the ID and IDL elements may be even more 
drastically different.  Since the ID primers were demonstrated to amplify the IDL element 
in the sequence analysis, it can be suggested that the measurement of ID expression using 
qPCR may also include some IDL elements. 
 Even though the expression level of IDL was higher than that of ID by at least one 
order of magnitude, this was not the difference in expression level expected in order to 
show correlation to copy number.  This could suggest that not all of the elements that 
make up the genomic copy number are being accounted for in the relative expression 
levels.  However, the 1- to 2-order of magnitude increase of IDL may be the amount of 
expression necessary to allow IDL to more successfully hijack LINE machinery and 
cause the high copy number of IDL elements in the genome.  Therefore, even though the 
expression levels were not exactly correlated with the genomic copy number, a 
relationship between the two is likely to exist. 
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qPCR-based Method of SINE Quantitation 
 qPCR is currently the most sensitive and accurate technique used to measure the 
quantity of nucleic acids (Dorak, 2006).  This method was implemented in this 
experiment in order to measure the relative expression levels of the ID and IDL elements 
in the guinea pig genome.  The use of qPCR to determine expression levels of 
retrotransposable elements was a unique approach, since there is very little in the 
literature that describes the measurement of SINE and LINE expression levels in rodent 
tissues.  
 The data from the qPCR experiment were inconsistent between the three trials.  
This inconsistency causes concern for the reliability of the data set.  In this unique 
attempt to quantify the expression levels of retrotransposons using qPCR, the attempts to 
perfectly optimize the assay were not achieved in the genes of interest or in the 
housekeeping gene -actin.  The optimization of SINE and LINE primers using serial 
dilutions of template showed approximate but not exact doubling of product.  The IDL 
melt curve did not show one distinct product, meaning multiple products were being 
amplified and measured.  These concerns could be why the experiment did not show 
repeatable results.  Another concern was the quality of RNA used in the experiment.  The 
results from the RNA gel indicated that the RNA from GPT and GPO have likely 
undergone degradation since first isolated.  This may have an effect on the results given 
by the qPCR experiments and is likely one cause of the inconsistency. 
 Although qPCR may be a beneficial tool for measuring the quantity of most 
nucleic acid sequences, it may not be appropriate for use with retrotransposable elements.  
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The highly repetitive nature of these elements can cause inconsistencies if all repeats are 
not identical in sequence.  The fact that the copy numbers were so high may have been 
the reason qPCR was difficult to optimize and achieve consistent results.  A more simple 
gene sequence would be ideal for use with this technique. 
Conclusions 
 In conclusion, this project was conducted in order to determine a relationship 
between genomic copy number and expression levels of SINEs through qPCR.  It was 
proposed that the expression levels of SINE elements would have a positive correlation 
with the genomic copy numbers of the SINEs.  The qPCR analysis was a unique 
approach to measure the quantity of SINEs in the genome, but the assay did not show 
reliable and consistent results.  The quantities determined did not demonstrate the 
magnitude of difference expected between ID and IDL, although the IDL element 
showed 1- to 2-levels of magnitude higher expression than the ID element as 
demonstrated by qPCR.  This difference in expression of IDL may be enough of an 
increase in expression so that IDL elements can more effectively hijack LINE machinery 
and produce the characteristically high copy numbers of IDL.  Additionally, the testis 
tissue was seen to have higher expression of all elements than the brain tissue, indicating 
a preference toward germ-line inheritance in the guinea pig.  Further research could be 
conducted using higher quality RNA, and more work could be done in order to further 
optimize the qPCR assay.  This may determine if the qPCR tool could be used in the 
future to measure the expression of these elements.  However, due to the high number of 
repeats characteristic of SINEs, this technique may not be appropriate for the 
measurement of these elements. 
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